50 Ways to Use Board Builder with Your Students
Here are some ideas, including links to examples. Let the building begin!
1. Lab Report
Document the scientific process and
your results, including data and video

2. Poetry Collection
Add images and sounds to a student or
class collection

3. Biography
Present a thorough study including
images, audio, and text

4. Author Study
Delve into an author’s style, history,
and collection

5. Historical Perspectives
Provide insight into a historical
period with multiple perspectives

6. Get-to-Know-Me
Create a board about yourself to
use as an introduction

7. Single Math Concept
Collect resources and assignments
about one math concept

8. Common Core Connections
Create a performance assessment
around a standard or standards

9. School Tour
Create a virtual tour using video,
interviews, and diagrams

10. Virtual Field Trip
Travel to a location of interest via
video, images, and activities

11. Book Report
Bring book reports to life with audio,
video, and attachments

12. Catalogue – Plant
Create a catalogue of local flora

13. Catalogue – Animal
Create a catalogue of an animal or
animals around a place or theme

14. Model Lesson Templates
Share model lesson templates
with your colleagues
15. Virtual Book Shelf
Highlight books or authors that
are on your virtual bookshelf
16. School Club Intros
Describe your club and
encourage others to join
17. Rich Digital Dives
Provide varied mutli-media
access points into one topic
18. Novel and Film Study
Dive deep into the structure
and character of novels that
have been turned into films
19. Portfolio – Art
Curate a student, class, or
grade art collection
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20. Foreign Language Dictionary
List and review vocabulary with
images and pronunciation
21. Club or Activity Guide
Advertise your club, camp, or
activity
22. Cultural Reviews
Gather resources to learn
about a specific culture and
assess understanding
23. Anti-Bullying Tip Sheet
Remind students of the basics
of anti-bullying, create and
showcase scenarios and
solutions
24. Resources/App Showcase
Share your most useful
resources and apps
25. Video 4 Square
Use this specific structure for
summary, main idea, evidence,
and vocabulary
26. Student of the Week
Keep a running page featuring
bios of students-of-the-week
(or month, or other awards)
27. Class Pet Journal
Document the background and
story of your class pet

28. Historical Figure Investigation
Piece together a puzzle of
information to delve into the
truth about a historical figure
29. Special Event Gallery
Record the classwork and
event around a special event,
such as A Night in Ancient
Greece or Field Day
30. Art History
Curate historical information
about the arts: theater, fine art,
music
31. Scientific Processes
Provide in-depth information
about specific scientific actions
and interactions
32. Character Study
Compare and contrast
characters from similar stories
33. Math in the Real World
Using images and photos from
around school, demonstrate
math in action
34. Parts of Speech
Create a quick review,
including games and video and
songs
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35. Writing Inspiration
Highlight different types of
writing and create writing
prompts
36. Chemical Interactions
Post info, media, and quizzes
about chemical collisions
37. Character Traits
Use text analysis and details
of character to define and
demonstrate strengths
38. Get-to-Know Our Staff
Have teachers create
individual boards about
themselves by way of
introduction
39. Integration Strategies
Collect solid suggestions for
media integration
40. Brainteasers
Provide a growing menu of
riddles and puzzles
41. Class Newsletters
Create a class newsletter,
including video, images, and
attachments
42. Guess the Photo
Exhibit mystery photos, links to
answers, and information

43. Field Trip Gallery
Document a field trip: info,
interviews, ratings
44. Image Analysis
Use images to analyze and
consider multiple perspectives
45. Storytelling Gallery
Curate your class story project
46. Science in the Real World
Dive into a science topic that
you find everyday: clouds,
water, insects
47. Professional Development
Create reminders and reviews
about professional resources
48. Safety Drill Reviews
Pare down safety drills to
simple steps and review with
images, video, and thoughtful
prompts
49. Geographical Show and Tell
Keep track of the places you
and your students go
50. Current Events Update
Maintain a board with
interactive information about
world events
51.

Your idea….

